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Capacitance-voltage �C-V� characteristics of organic light-emitting diodes based on a polyphenylene-
vinylene have been measured by means of impedance spectroscopy. The effect of the metallic cathode �Au, Ag,
Al, Mg, and Ba� was analyzed in the low-frequency region �2 Hz� of the capacitive response. The C-V curves
collapse into a single pattern in the low bias region, and exhibit a dependence on the cathode work function
showing a crossover from positive to negative �inductive� values. The voltage corresponding to the onset of the
inductive behavior shifts toward higher bias as the cathode work function increases. Simulations based on an
electron-injection model result in agreement with the observed C-V characteristics. From the comparison
between the predicted and the experimentally observed data an estimation of the energetics of the metal-
organic interface could be given. First, an interfacial state located �0.2 eV above the metal Fermi level
appears independently of the metallic cathode. Second, the existence of a dipole layer with interface slope S
=−0.43 is deduced which enhances relatively the electron injection for large work function metals. In the case
of a Ba cathode, the electron barrier determining carrier injection is due to the interface states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interfaces between metals and organic semiconductors
constitute a determining part of organic electronics.1 A fun-
damental knowledge of the mechanisms underlying charge
carrier injection from a metal into an organic semiconductor
is essential to design efficient devices. For instance, the issue
of reducing the contact series resistance in organic photovol-
taic cells and thin-film transistors2 is critical to improve
power conversion and achieve better transistor performance.
In the specific case of organic light-emitting diodes
�OLEDs�, a framework able to predict the injection of charge
carriers �particularly electrons� at interfaces between metals
and organic semiconductors remains elusive despite the im-
portant amount of experimental data and proposed theoreti-
cal approaches that are available.3–8 Since the maximum dif-
ference in work function between the anode �usually indium
tin oxide� and the metallic cathode is about 2 V, it is gener-
ally assumed that the cathode contact may exhibit non-
Ohmic features.9

Charge-carrier injection at metal-organic interfaces has
been analyzed in terms of the diffusion-limited thermionic
emission.10 This approach has been improved by considering
the injection into an energetically disordered organic solid as
a sequential process in which carriers hop from the metal
Fermi level to localized states, exhibiting Gaussian energy
disorder, close to the interface.3,11 Subsequent hops allow
carriers to penetrate into the bulk of the organic material and
escape from the potential well formed by the superposition
of the applied field and the image force in the vicinity of the
interface. In this view, the first molecular layer close to the
metal strongly experiences the effect of the image potential
so as to approximate the molecular energy levels to the metal
Fermi level. For electrical fields of the order of 3
�105 V/cm, typical values of the dielectric constant ��
=2–3� and room temperature, the potential-well top may be

reached at a distance from the metallic contact of 10–20 Å,
comparable to the size of a few molecular layers.5

In addition to the previously explained view, the injection
properties of metal-organic interfaces are believed to depend
on the properties of a thin organic layer contacting the
metal.12–16 The presence of states within the band gap, due to
either a large density of bulk impurities, or interfacial states,
will tend to reduce the ability of the organic semiconductor
Fermi level EF to move. The Schottky-Mott limit17 �absence
of interfacial states�, which permits the Fermi level to move
freely within the gap, is rarely observed in real metal-organic
interfaces. A region of net space charge will occur at the
interface resulting in an interface dipole. In the limiting case
of a high density of interfacial states it is even possible to pin
the Fermi level to the position of these states. A useful pa-
rameter accounting for this effect is the interface slope18

S =
dEF

d�m
. �1�

Here �m stands for the metal work function. For the Fermi
level pinning one obtains S=0; and the Schottky-Mott limit
results in S=−1.

The surface dipole layer formed at the interface, which
offsets the vacuum levels of the metal and the organic semi-
conductor, is able to produce a lowering of the energy levels
in the first layers as large as 1 eV. The interface dipole may
be either positive �electron injection improved� or negative
�hole injection improved�. The interface slope S gives the
dependence of the energetic offset caused by the formed di-
pole layer �dip with the metal work function. Electronic
states of organic layers neighboring the metallic contact are
accessible by using ultraviolet �UPS� and inverse �IPS� pho-
toelectron spectroscopies.17,19,20 Another, related, effect is the
formation of new metal-organic states by chemical bonding
of the organic molecules at the interface. The specific role of
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such interfacial states has been considered in developing in-
jection models based on charge hopping out of interfacial
sites whose energy distribution is broadened by the local
disorder in the interfacial dipole field.7,21

It is also well known that metal-on-organic and organic-
on-metal depositions are not completely equivalent. The
former deposition technique is confirmed to produce broader
interfaces due to in-diffusion of thermally excited metal at-
oms. In line with this, the asymmetry in the performance of
metal/Alq3/metal devices has been attributed to the forma-
tion of oxide layers in one of the interfaces.17 Similar effects
have also been proposed in relation with a chemical oxida-
tion of the metal. UPS analysis revealed in the specific case
of Ba/polyphenylenevinylene �PPV� interface a barrier for
electron injection of about 0.4 eV built independently of pro-
cessing conditions by formation of a BaO layer.22

The lowest unoccupied �LUMO� and highest occupied
�HOMO� molecular orbitals are known to be distributed in
energy with a standard deviation of �b�0.1 eV for bulk
materials.23 In case of interfacial layers �i is expected to
differ from the bulk value. Charge-injection models based on
carrier hopping proposed so far make specific assumptions
about the energetic disorder of the electronic levels. Some
theoretical simulations and analytical models simply treat the
energetic disorder of the interfacial molecular layer as that of
the bulk material, �i��b.3 Here, the first carrier hop is re-
garded to be the most energetically costly step. Other ap-
proaches assume a broadening of the disorder �i��b and
see the interfacial molecular level manifold in equilibrium
with the metal Fermi level as an electron reservoir.7 The
limiting step is then the hop from the interfacial layer into
the bulk distribution. Although the effect of the energetic
disorder at the first layers near the metallic contact has been
posed into question very recently,24 there seems to exist a
widely accepted consensus insofar as the net shift �lowering�
of the molecular energy levels near the contact caused by
polarization.

The above discussed injection models were specifically
developed with the aim of accounting for static �J-V� char-
acteristics. However, it is widely recognized that crucial and
useful device knowledge may be extracted by using some
type of kinetic measuring technique, such as impedance
spectroscopy �IS�. For instance, ac capacitance measure-
ments have been widely applied to determine organic bulk
properties such as the carrier mobility variation with the ap-
plied voltage.25–27 When nonohmic contacts govern the
charge injection process, IS becomes an important, comple-
mentary source of information. Recently we have proposed28

a kinetic model of electron injection able to account for the
commonly observed features of the low-frequency capaci-
tance exhibited by OLEDs. This model considers the particu-
lar energetics of the thin molecular layer near the contact,
and sees the electron injection as a two-step hopping. The
first step involves a hop from the metal Fermi level to inter-
facial states; and the second step involves a hop from these
interfacial states to the bulk. In order to make the model
formally simple and mathematically treatable, we explicitly
disregarded the effect of the energetic disorder. At least for
the interfacial layer, the option of neglecting energetic disor-
der is in agreement with recent calculations that states �i

��b.24 Therefore, it becomes feasible to explore the varia-
tion of the excess capacitance observed at low frequencies
�with respect to the high-frequency geometrical capacitance
C0�, and compare them with experimental data. It is well
known that OLEDs can exhibit either positive or negative
values of the low-frequency capacitance depending on the
experimental conditions.28–30 In addition of interfacial
approaches,28 other views have been proposed that link the
excess capacitance with a purely bulk mechanism,31 which
depends on the total stored minority carrier charge.32,33

This work deals specifically with the effect of the cathode
metal on the low-frequency capacitance of OLEDs under
variation of the applied voltage. We used a series of metallic
contacts �Au, Al, Ag, Mg, and Ba�, which allowed us to vary
the metal work function over an energy range of 2.5 eV,
while keeping the rest of the device unaltered. As we will
show, the excess capacitance exhibits a very coherent pattern
with the applied voltage �C-V characteristics�. At a certain
applied voltage Vc, the capacitance changes sign and be-
comes negative. This crossover potential, which marks the
onset of net electron injection and coincides with the turn on
of the light emission, is observed to shift towards higher
voltages as the cathode-metal work function increases. The
injection model we proposed is able to account for the ob-
served correlation between Vc and the cathode work func-
tion. The paper is structured as follows. First, a brief descrip-
tion of the OLED preparation technique is outlined. Second,
experimental data on the variation of the low-frequency ca-
pacitance versus applied bias for different cathode metals is
provided. The analysis of the injection-model implications
on the energetics of the metal-organic interfaces finishes this
study.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

PPV copolymer, “super yellow” �SY� prepared by Merck
OLED Materials GMBH, is used as the light emitting poly-
mer �LEP�.34 Different device layouts were investigated in
this study, double- and single-carrier devices, using a
200 nm �polyethylenethioxythiophene:polystyrenesulfonic
acid �PEDOT:PSS�� hole injection layer, either an 80 or an
150 nm thick SY layer which was covered with a 10 nm
thick layer of different metals: barium, magnesium, silver,
aluminum and gold. An additional 100 nm thick Al layer was
evaporated on top of the cathode metal different from Al, to
protect the lower work function metals and serve as an opti-
cal mirror. Details on device preparation were published
elsewere.28 J-V characteristics and impedance spectra were
collected using an AutoLab PGSTAT30 equipment �Fig. 1�.
An oscillating amplitude of 10 mV was added to the dc bias
voltage using frequencies within the range of 1 MHz down
to 1 Hz. Capacitance spectra were obtained from the imped-
ance Z as C=Re�1/ i�Z�, where i=�−1 and � is the angular
frequency of the ac perturbation.

Devices with Au as the cathode metal exhibited no emis-
sion within the voltage window employed as expected for the
energy difference between the Au work function �5.1 eV�
and the LUMO level of SY ��2.9 eV�. By examining Fig. 2,
one can observe the main features of the capacitance spectra
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for double- and single-carrier devices. Both types of devices
exhibit a plateau in the capacitance at intermediate and high
frequencies, which is determined by the dielectric capaci-
tance of the sample �C0 geometric capacitance�. The re-
sponse for a device with an Au cathode �a hole-only device�
�Fig. 2�a�� rises above C0 as the frequency decreases. A simi-
lar capacitance response is observed for the device with an
Al cathode �double-carrier device� �Fig. 2�b��. At higher bias,
however, the response changes to an inductive behavior,
clearly visible as the negative values reached by the capaci-
tance at low frequencies.

Figure 3 summarizes the C-V characteristics normalized
to the geometrical capacitance. The values plotted were ob-
tained from the capacitance spectra at a very low frequency
�2 Hz�. For all cathodes the capacitance spectra are nearly
voltage-independent at low voltages �	1 V� �Fig. 3�a��. The
capacitance increases smoothly as the applied voltage in-
creases. Interesting is that at the potential where light emis-
sion starts, a negative contribution to the capacitance appears
evolving to a minimum at increasing bias. The hole-only
devices did not show the inductive response, indicating that
the negative capacitance is related to the injection of elec-
trons from the cathode to the device.

Two points should be noted when observing Fig. 3�a�.
First, all C-V curves are nearly identical at low bias
�0–2 V�. Second, at a certain applied voltage Vc, the capaci-
tance sign changes from positive to negative values �induc-
tive response�. Importantly, for potentials below Vc all ca-
pacitive responses exhibit the same pattern: the C-V curves
practically collapse to that obtained from the device having
the Au cathode. This would indicate that the mechanism re-
sponsible for the capacitance increment at low bias is inde-
pendent of the type of cathode contact. In the case of large
work function metals �Al and Ag� a wide variation in the
crossover voltage Vc is observed �Fig. 3�b��. Nevertheless,
there is a rather good correlation between Vc and the
cathode-metal work function, which results in Vc= �1.17
+0.43�m� V. This implies that the low-frequency capacitive

behavior has its origin in an electronic mechanism at the
cathode. If one tries to remove the effect of the built-in po-
tential by plotting C vs V−VBI, the responses simply do not
collapse into a single pattern in the capacitance raising part.
Whereas the built-in potential plays a determining role in
establishing the current onset, it does not seem to influence
the capacitive response. This is presumably caused by holes
injected from the PEDOT:PSS layer into the SY layer, which
then form the dominant charge carriers because of the ohmic
character of the anode contact.

Standard models accounting for the capacitance spectra of
hole-only, space-charge limited systems predict a low-
frequency value equal to 3

4C0. Excess capacitances as those
observed in our experiments ��20C0� were explained either
in terms of a frequency-dependent mobility in combination
with a distribution in transit time,25 or by evoking bulk trap
states.27 Our approach is then seen as an alternative explana-
tion relying on interface mechanisms. Importantly, the simu-
lations reported in Ref. 31, which are able to yield negative
capacitance values for double-carrier devices, assumed
Ohmic contacts or small �
0.2 eV� effective barrier height
for carrier injection from the metal Fermi level into the poly-
mer transport level. For higher work function metals �Ag and
Al� an additional potential must be applied in order to

FIG. 2. �Color online� Example of capacitance spectra of
OLEDs with structures �a� ITO/PEDOT:PSS/SY/Au �a hole-only
device� and �b� ITO/PEDOT:PSS/SY/Al �a double-carrier device�.
The hole-only devices did not exhibit inductive responses �capaci-
tance always shows positive values�.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Example of J-V characteristics of OLEDs
with structures ITO/PEDOT:PSS/SY/Au �a hole-only device�, ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/SY/Mg, and ITO/PEDOT:PSS/SY/Ag �double-carrier�
devices.
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achieve sufficient electron injection and then it is expected
some type of correlation between the negative capacitance
onset and the metal work function �or built-in potential�.
Nevertheless, a shift of the whole C-V characteristics would
be expected assuming a bulk origin if the cathode metal were
changed. As noted above, C-V curves shown in Fig. 3�a�
collapse into a single pattern in the capacitance raising part
with no potential shift. Moreover, all C-V curves belong to
the same family of responses at low bias. C-V collapse �in
the raising part of the characteristics� is then a distinctive
behavior of the low-frequency capacitive response, hardly
understandable by assuming a bulk effect. This fact suggests
the occurrence of interfacial mechanisms linked with charge
injection processes as responsible for the reported capacitive
behavior.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Electron injection model

In order to account for our experimental observations, a
brief outline of the injection model recently proposed28 is
needed. Figure 4 illustrates the different hopping events gov-
erning the electron injection indicated by arrows. Electrons
are first injected into intermediate states in the interfacial
layer with energy E2 and density NI per area at a rate �12,

and then hop into the bulk transport states with energy E3

and total density NB per volume, at a rate �23. The corre-
sponding reverse hopping processes consist on the return to
the metal cathode from the intermediate states ��21� and
from the LUMO to the intermediate states ��32�. A key point
of this model is the fractional occupancy of the intermediate
state �, and the electron density in bulk LUMO states, n. The
latter is determined by the bulk Fermi level EF3 as n
=NBF�E3 ,EF3�, where F is the Fermi-Dirac distribution
F�E ,EF�= �1+exp��E−EF� /kBT�	−1. Here kB is Boltzmann’s
constant and T the absolute temperature. It will be assumed
that the LUMO is far from saturated, n�NB, so that
F�E3 ,EF3� reduces to the Boltzmann distribution. It is useful
to define a quasi-Fermi level EF2 for the intermediate state as
�=F�E2 ,EF2�.

It is assumed that the jump rate from an occupied local-
ized state i to an empty state j is written following a sym-
metric transition as suggested for polaron hopping in organic
systems:35

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Normalized capacitance with respect
to the geometrical capacitance C0 for different cathode metals. C is
directly obtained from the capacitance spectra at a frequency of
2 Hz. The solid line represents a Gaussian-function fit for the Au-
based devices, from which a density of states of NI=4
�1012 cm−2 is calculated. �b� Dependence of the crossover voltage
Vc on the cathode-metal work function �m taken from Ref. 37.
Solid line corresponds to the linear fit Vc= �1.17+0.43�m� V.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Scheme of the electron injection pro-
cesses at the metal-organic interface in equilibrium �a� and under
negative bias V �b� showing the vacuum level across the interface
�dip, the Fermi levels and site energies for �1� cathode metal, �2�
interface state, and �3� LUMO bulk transport states in the light-
emitting polymer. The total electron barrier �e and the relative po-
sition of the interface state with respect to the metal Fermi level �
are drawn.
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�ij = ij exp
−
Ej − Ei

2kBT
� �2�

The jump prefactors ij set the timescale for each hopping
process. The net carrier flux between pairs of states are given
by

�12 = k12NI��1 − ��exp
−
E2 − EF1

2kBT
� − � exp
E2 − EF1

2kBT
� ,

�3�

�23 = k23NBNI�� exp
E2 − E3

2kBT
�

−
n

NB
�1 − ��exp
−

E2 − E3

2kBT
� . �4�

The kinetic constants kij relate to the jump prefactors as
k12=12 and k23=23/NB. The steady state, electron current
density j�V� is determined by the equations j=e�12=e�23,
which can be solved numerically.

When a negative potential is applied to the cathode, the
metal Fermi level increases with respect to the equilibrium
Fermi level EF0 as EF1=EF0−eV where e is the elementary
charge. For describing the displacement of the intermediate
energy level we assume a linear shift with respect to the
initial value E2

0 as E2=E2
0+�1�EF1−EF0�, where �1 �with 0

	�1
1� is a constant parameter that determines whether the
energy E2 accompanies EF1 ��1�1� or remains close to E3

��1�0�. The increasing negative potential at the cathode in-
duces an electron flow towards the bulk. The ac response of
the injection process is described by the impedance function
Zc=�V /�I where �V and �I denote a small signal periodic
perturbation of the cathode potential and current, imposed
over a steady state. The current injected at the contact is
given by �I=eA��12 where A is the area. The kinetic model
can be linearized with respect to �V and �� and solved for
Zc eliminating ��.28 The capacitance Cc=Re�Yc / i�� can be
calculated accordingly. We demonstrated28 that the low-
frequency �equilibrium� capacitance is proportional to the
variation of the interfacial state occupancy with the bias volt-
age Cc=eNI d� /dV. Simulations based on the described
model have been published recently.36

B. Comparison with experimental C-V characteristics

The general trends observed for the C-V characteristics of
different cathodes can be understood by varying only one
parameter in the injection-model introduced above while fix-
ing the rest of the parameters. This parameter, the level E3,
which represents the energetic distance between the cathode-
metal work function �Fermi level in equilibrium� and the
LUMO energy in the organic bulk, was varied accordingly
yielding the occupancy and low-frequency capacitance limit
shown in Fig. 5. In the simulation the energy level E2 prac-
tically accompanies the change of the metal Fermi level with
applied bias ��1=0.95�. The energy level E3 corresponds to
the total electron potential barrier

�e = ��m − �dip� − LUMO. �5�

The simulation shows that the negative capacitance response
shifts towards lower bias for smaller work function metals.
This is in good agreement with the experimental C-V char-
acteristics of Fig. 3. Additionally, all curves collapse into a
single curve in the raising part of the response at low bias.
Moreover, it results from the simulation that the voltage Vc,
corresponding to the crossover from positive to negative ca-
pacitance, shifts towards higher voltages linearly with �e and
unity constant proportionality. In case of hole-only devices
�Au as the cathode metal� the model predicts an almost full
occupancy of the intermediate states to be reached within the
applied voltage window used. For this case it is then possible
to estimate the interfacial state density directly by integration
of the C-V curve. The Gaussian-function fit is represented by
the solid line in Fig. 3�a�, from which a density of states of
NI=4�1012 cm−2 is calculated. As the capacitance was read
at 2 Hz, this density of states does not correspond to a true
equilibrium value. We should alert that the calculated inter-

FIG. 5. �Color online� Occupancy of the interfacial state �a� and
capacitance �b� as a function of bias voltage resulting from the
model simulations of electron injection with the following values
for the fixed parameters: NI=4�1012 cm−2, NB=1020 cm−3, EF0

=0.0 eV, E2
0=0.2 eV, 12=1013 s−1, 23=10−9 s−1, and �1=0.95.

The energy level E3 which corresponds to the total electron poten-
tial barrier �e= ��m−�dip�−LUMO was varied as 0.0 eV �Ba�,
0.33 eV �Mg�, 0.58 eV �Ag� in accordance with the interface dipole
energy offset. To show the full occupancy case with Au as cathode
metal, E3 was situated at 4.0 eV.
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facial density of sates is likely an underestimation of the real
value. However, the order of magnitude obtained lies within
typical values reported in the literature.7

Accordingly, we used this density value in the rest of the
simulation while keeping fixed the interfacial energy level in
equilibrium at �=E2

0−EF0=0.2 eV. By assuming a constant
level for these states, the model fixes the interfacial sites at a
certain energetic distance from the metal Fermi level. In the
simulations the hopping rate constants were fixed at 12
=1013 s−1 and 23=10−9 s−1. The rate prefactor for the metal-
interfacial layer hop 12 was chosen to be equal to the usual
attempt-to-escape frequency of electronic transitions in the
range of 1012–1013 s−1. Note that in order to reproduce the
C-V responses of Fig. 5, the second rate prefactor 23 should
be lower than the first one by many orders of magnitude. As
pointed out by Wolf et al.,11 the effective injection rate into a
layer of hopping sites must be lower than predicted by the
Richardson-Schottky mechanism, an indeed values of the Ri-
chardson coefficient smaller by several orders of magnitude
than that reported for inorganic semiconductors were found.6

The origin for this experimental observation was related to
the special dynamics of the injected carriers trying to escape
from the potential well built by the image force. Analytical
models describe the process in terms of a diffusion-assisted
Onsager-type mechanism in an energetically dispersed
landscape.3 The slowing down effect for the second transi-
tion observed in our simulations thus entails that charge car-
riers take some time to escape from the interfacial layer out

to bulk states. It should be also noted that electron injection
occurs in conditions out of equilibrium so as to expect rate
prefactors which may differ from usual values in equilibrium
conditions. In addition, in assuming polaronic instead of
Miller-Abrahams transition probabilities in Eq. �2� the effec-
tive hopping rate is enhanced in case of downward hop so as
to reach reasonable current densities at working potentials.

The injection-model presented, although based on simple
assumptions, is able to capture the essential features of the
injection dynamics. As stated previously, the model explic-
itly disregards the effect of the site energy dispersion. More-
over, the transition between the interfacial layer up to bulk
polymer states is oversimplified as a single jump. The reason
for this was obviously to keep only essential ingredients into
the formulation, which allows us to calculate ac responses.
By comparing Fig. 3�a� and Fig. 5, one can realize that the
negative capacitance variation with the bias voltage is ob-
served to be smoother for the experimental data than that
obtained in the simulation. We can suggest that the smooth-
ing behavior may be an effect of the energetic disorder of the
organic states that is not considered in the injection-model
used. Work is in progress to improve our analysis by explor-
ing the effect of Gaussian density distributions.

As experimentally observed, the voltage Vc is roughly
proportional to the cathode work function as Vc�0.43�m.
The simulation, however, yields a variation of the form Vc
��e. The difference between the experimentally observed
and the model-predicted dependencies are a result of the di-

FIG. 6. Energetics of the metal-organic inter-
face for different cathode metals �Ba, Mg, Ag and
Al�, as derived from the injection-model. The
LUMO level in case of Ba has been aligned with
the metal Fermi level, assuming that the electron
barrier is determined by the position of the inter-
face state. The dipole layer offsets the vacuum
energy according to the slope parameter S=
−0.43. The interface state is located �=0.2 eV
above the metal Fermi level.
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pole layer �dip. In the devices studied in this work it turns
out that the dipole offset enhances electron injection by re-
ducing the barrier. Such a reduction is larger for increasing
cathode work functions. Recalling now the interface slope
parameter S defined in Eq. �1�, one readily obtains that Vc
�−S�m because S includes the energy level modification
caused by the interface dipole. We are therefore able to get
an estimation of the interface slope which results in a value
for S=−0.43.

Using the differences between the experimental C-V char-
acteristics �Fig. 3� and those obtained from simulations, it is
feasible to derive the energy level scheme of the metal/
polymer for the series of different cathode materials used as
depicted in Fig. 6. For low work function metals such as Ba,
the expected potential barrier �e must be negative or nearly
zero but the interfacial state E2

0, situated above the metal
Fermi level, introduces an additional potential barrier which
inhibits electron injection to some extent. In case of metals
with a larger work function the effect of the interfacial state
is less dramatic since the value of the total potential barrier is
solely determined by the energetic difference between the
bulk LUMO and the metal Fermi level.

By considering the value obtained for the interface slope,
one would have expected the observation of inductive re-
sponses for Au at much lower bias. One possible explanation
for this could be a quite different dipole effect in case of
large work function metals such as Au. However, a kinetic
rather than equilibrium explanation is more likely. For Au as
cathode metal, the rate prefactors, especially 23, may differ
by orders of magnitude from those assumed for the rest of
the metallic contacts. In the simulations of Fig. 5, E3 was
situated at 4.0 eV in order to reproduce the full occupancy
case with Au as cathode metal. It should be noted that de-
vices using Au as cathode exhibit light emission at large bias
voltages, generally above 8 V.

Apart from the net effect of the dipole layer, the simula-
tion performed on the injection-model predicts a fixed posi-
tion of the interfacial state E2

0, independent of the metal work
function. E2

0 is located ��0.2 eV above the metal Fermi
level. Only by keeping this interfacial level fixed, the col-
lapse of the C-V curves in a single response at low bias is
obtained. This can be interpreted as a sort of Fermi level

pinning for such interfacial state. The constancy in the E2
0

level suggests that some type of chemical modification oc-
curs at the metal-organic layer. Due to the fact that the inter-
face state accompanies the metal work function we are in-
clined to think about the formation of a metal oxide layer, as
proposed by other authors22 in case of Ba/PPV interfaces. In
practical terms our interpretation would entail that the depo-
sition technique used �metal evaporation on top of the or-
ganic layer� unavoidably produces a chemical alteration of
the metal-organic interface by the formation of a layer of
new entities at the interface �presumably a metal oxide
layer�. In order to verify the implications derived from the
injection model on the energetics of the metal-organic inter-
faces, the combination of surface analysis techniques and ac
electrical measurements will be needed.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our kinetic model, based on simple assump-
tions about charge carrier injection at the device cathode, is
able to reproduce the main features of the capacitive re-
sponse: the exclusively positive capacitance response for
hole-only devices, the collapse into a single pattern in the
low bias region, and the shift toward lower bias of the induc-
tive behavior for smaller work-function cathodes, in good
correlation with experimental C-V curves. The excess ca-
pacitance is related to the change of occupancy of the inter-
facial states. The detailed analysis of the experimentally ob-
served and the predicted C-V curves enables the deduction of
the energy levels of the states involved in the charge injec-
tion process. An interface state having an energy level 0.2 eV
above the metal Fermi level is observed independently of the
metal cathode used. Additionally, the analysis revealed the
presence of a dipole layer at the interface with an interface
slope S=−0.43 which enhances the probability of electron
injection for higher work function metals.
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